List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.


- **India - Russia strategic partnership: challenges and prospects**/ by Nivedita Das Kundu (ed). New Delhi: Academic Foundation, 2010 [327.54047 KUN (058812)]


- **Two decades of India's Look East Policy: partnership for peace, progress and prosperity**/ by Amar Nath Ram (ed). New Delhi: Manohar Publishers and Distributors, 2012 [327.54059 RAM (058815)]

- **International intervention in Afghanistan: motives and approaches**/ by Arpita Basu Roy (ed), Binoda Kumar Mishra (ed), and Aliva Mishra (ed). Delhi: Shipra Publications, 2012 [320.9581 ROY (058816)]

- **Afghanistan in transition**/ by Sreedhar (ed). New Delhi: ICWA, 2003 [320.9581 SRE (058817)]

- **Transitions and interdependence: India and its neighbours**/ by Pankaj Jha (ed), and Smita Tiwari (ed). New Delhi: KW Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2015 [327.54 JHA (058818)]

- **Insights into evolution of contemporary Pakistan**/ by Satish Chandra (ed) and Smita Tiwari (ed). New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2015 [303.45491 CHA (058819)]

- **Partnering together for a secure maritime future**/ by Vijay Sakhuja (ed) and Raghavendra Mishra (ed). New Delhi: KW Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2016 [359.54 SAK (058820)]
Transforming South Asia: imperatives for action/ by Rajiv Bhatia, Swaran Singh, and Reena Marwah. New Delhi: KW Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2014 [327.54 BHA (058821)]
History of China's military/ by R K Sahay. New Delhi: Alpha Editions, 2016 [951.039 SAH (058824)]
India China relations: current issues and perspectives/ by Suresh Chandra. New Delhi: Alpha Editions, 2016 [327.54051 CHA (058825)]
Iran sanctions and India: navigating the roadblocks [IDSA Monograph Series No.52]/ by S Samuel Rajiv. New Delhi: IDSA, 2016 [330.55054 RAJ (058826)]
Iran sanctions and India: navigating the roadblocks [IDSA Monograph Series No.52]/ by S Samuel Rajiv. New Delhi: IDSA, 2016 [330.55054 RAJ (058827)]
Understanding dharma and artha in statecraft through Kautilya's Arthashastra [IDSA Monograph Series No.53]/ by Pradeep Kumar Gautam. New Delhi: IDSA, 2016 [320.5 GAU (058828)]
Understanding dharma and artha in statecraft through Kautilya's Arthashastra [IDSA Monograph Series No.53]/ by Pradeep Kumar Gautam. New Delhi: IDSA, 2016 [320.5 GAU (058829)]
People's Liberation Army and contingency planning in China/ by Andrew Scobell (ed), Arthur S Ding (ed), Phillip C Saunders (ed) and Scott W Harold (ed). New Delhi: Alpha Editions, 2016 [355.033551 SCO (058832)]
History of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire (6 vol. set)/ by Edward Gibbon. New Delhi: Alpha Editions, 2016 [937.06 GiB (058834-058839)]
Geopolitics, security and bilateral relations: perspectives from India and South Korea/ by B K Sharma (ed) and M H Rajesh (ed). New Delhi: Vij Books India Pvt Ltd, 2017 [327.15405195 SHA (058841)]
Strategic narratives: communication power and the new order order/ by Alister Miskimmon, Ben O'Loughlin, and Laura Roselle. New York: Routledge, 2013 [327.1014 MIS (058842)]


21st Century Mahan: sound military conclusions for the modern era/ by Benjamin F Armstrong (ed). Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 2013 [359.4 ARM (058844)]
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